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Preven ve maintenance is the key to an eﬃcient and well-func oning
facility. JP Tech oﬀers preven ve maintenance programs tailored to your
needs. We will perform an onsite survey of equipment and resources to
develop a plan that incorporates quality, produc on, and maintenance
goals.

Reliability is the key to minimize down me, maximize quality, and increase
proﬁtability of your produc on lines. We take special care to inspect
individual components and compare to historical trends to ensure that
equipment failures are avoided. Our experience and trend analysis
minimizes failures, helping to avoid snowballing, costly damages.

Service can be scheduled as o'en as needed. We will work with your
schedule and planned down me. Most programs are op mized for
quarterly on site maintenance visits.
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Inspec ons by our engineers allow us to monitor equipment over me
using methods developed over 30 years in the metal ﬁnishing industry.
We focus on in-depth sta s cal analysis and tracking individual
components’ mean rates of failure, allowing us to predict breakdowns
and repair machines before damage and down me occurs. We
compensate for usage and environment when analyzing reliability.

Up Time is maximized by scheduling and minimizing down me to repair
and update older equipment. Our customers are always amazed at the
diﬀerence in reliability and elimina on of down me within the ﬁrst year
of this program. Most major problems can usually be eliminated within
the ﬁrst two visits. We can achieve 100% up me and completely
avoided unscheduled maintenance in many instances.

Predic ve analysis is
truly the method that
works best in our
experience. Reac ve
methods are costly due
to emergency labor,
shipping, and
maintenance. Reac ve
methods always leads to
quality issues and
unsa sﬁed customers .
Customers will be
impressed with the result
of a well designed preven ve maintenance program.

ISO 17025 and ISO 9001:2015 compliant cer ﬁcates of calibra on are
provided a'er comple on of inspec ons and service. We can train your
on-site maintenance technicians to take advantage of this program.

Discounted parts and products from JP Tech are included in quarterly
service agreements. We will also draw oﬀ your inventory and help you
maintain responsible and cost eﬀec ve levels.
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